Introduction
Deep generative models perform well at semi-supervised classification when the observed labels are accurate [1, 2] . Real-world datasets, however, often have imperfectly observed labels, due to mistakes and to genuine ambiguity among classes. That can severely affect overall classification accuracy.
We propose the Mislabeled VAE (M-VAE), a new deep generative model that explicitly models noisy labels. While Bayesian approaches to noisy labels have been proposed, none are designed for deep generative models [3, 4] . In addition to performing better than existing deep generative models which do not account for label noise, the derivation of M-VAE gives new theoretical insights into the M1+M2 semi-supervised model [1] .
Model
For a particular example, let observed random variable x denote the covariates. Let partially observed random variable y ′ denote the observed (and possibly incorrect) class label. Let latent random variable y denote the true class label. Let z 1 and z 2 denote additional low-dimensional latent random variables. Then, the generative process for M-VAE is
Here p θ (z 1 |z 2 , y) and p θ (x|z 1 ) are parameterized by deep neural networks. Let C be the number of classes. Then, p θ (y ′ |y) is specified by an arbitrary C × C matrix of conditional probabilities, whose rows sum to one.
Inference
We use variational inference to approximate the posterior distribution. We consider approximations that factorize as
The factors on the right-hand side are all multivariate Gaussian with diagonal covariance matrices. Their means and covariances are given by deep neural networks. Then, the evidence lower bound (ELBO) for this model is
The last term of Equation 1 we refer to as the classification error term and denote it Ψ. * maxime.langevin@polytechnique.edu
The popular M1+M2 model [1] is different than the M-VAE graphical model: the former does not model mislabeling. However, in [1] , an extra classification penalty term is added to the ELBO for M1+M2 to improve performance, without any basis in the corresponding graphical model. By showing an equivalence between the M1+M2 objective function (including the penalty term) and the ELBO for a special case of the M-VAE model, we show that M1+M2 may be reinterpretted as modeling mislabeling. This new interpretation gives M1+M2 more basis in probabilistic modeling, which can suggest when M1+M2 will work well. Additionally, it gives guidance for setting the penalty term's weight α in the M1+M2 objective function, which previously lacked any link to a probabilistic model.
Consider the following special case of M-VAE:
In words, the observed label is correct with probability 1 − ǫ. If the observed label is incorrect, then the observed label is selected uniformly from the incorrect classes.
Let f (ǫ) = log(1 − ǫ) − log( ǫ /(C − 1)). For this special case of the M-VAE model, we can rewrite the classification error term as Ψ = E q φ (z1 n |xn) q φ (y ′ n |z 1n )f (ǫ) + Constant. This expression shows that the classification error is weighted by f (ǫ), a decreasing function of ǫ: the more certainty we have on our labels, the more heavily the classification loss is weighted in the ELBO.
Suppose the M1+M2 objective's penalty weight α = f (ǫ). Then, the M1+M2 objective function (ELBO + penalty) is equivalent to the M-VAE's ELBO. Therefore, the M1+M2 inference procedure (though not the M1+M2 graphical model) can be interpreted as modeling label uncertainty, with corruption probability ǫ shared by all classes.
Case study
Deep generative models recently have shown promise for interpreting single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) data ( [5] ). Automatically annotating each cell with its type based on its gene expression profile is an important task. To our knowledge, deep generative models have not yet been applied to it. Manually annotating cells is a difficult task for people, so it is common to have datasets with mislabeled cells. We test our model with an scRNA-seq dataset from [6] . We consider two cell types: microglia and endothelial. We corrupt some of the observed labels, mislabeling endothelial with probability p 0 and microglia with probability p 1 . Then, we train with those corrupted labels, and predict labels for the whole dataset using ten labeled samples per class.
2 Figure 1 shows that M-VAE outperforms the standard M1+M2 model, which fails to explicitly account for mislabeling, and, even if α is optimal, fails to account for unequal rates of mislabeling (i.e., p 0 = p 1 ). The advantage of the M-VAE model increases as the imbalance between corruption probabilities p 0 and p 1 grows.
